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1.Abstract
Briefly explain the motivation, aim and the methodology of the study (1 page maximum).

2.Introduction
Provide basic information about the background of your topic (2 pages maximum)

2.1. Problem Statement
Explain the problem that you are trying to solve (1 paragraph maximum).

2.2. Why is The Project Worth Doing
Justify why the problem you are trying to solve is important. What are the practical advantages
of this particular field. Explain (2 paragraphs maximum).

3. Objectives of the Work
Explain the objectives of your work. What are you aiming to calculate, design, develop, etc.?
Be specific (1 page maximum).

4. Scope of The Work
Create a layout for your work. Which parameters will be included in your study? Be specific (1
page maximum).

5. Literature Survey
Mention previous studies in the same field and compare your work to these studies in terms of
content and methodology (1 page minimum, 3 pages maximum).

6. Project Plan and Schedule
Prepare a Gannt chart as shown below. Please note that the tasks to be written in the first column
have to be specific your project. The tasks in the sample are generalized. The Gannt chart should

be prepared on a monthly scale (i.e. the entries in the first row should go like October 2019,
November 2019,…………, May 2020).

7. Risk Analysis
Please explain any possible risks that the project may involve and what you plan to do if you
face such risks. In other words, what is your plan B?

8. REFERENCES
Make a list of scientific papers, books, websites, or any other material that you made use of
while preparing this proposal. Give a number to each reference, starting from [1].

